We present an active wavelength control method which ensures that all wavelength-selective elements of an external cavity semiconductor laser are spectrally aligned and the diffraction grating equation accurately predicts the laser operating frequency.
onto the EC mode using a standard PID (proportional-integral-derivative) feedback loop. By actively locking the QCL mode onto the EC mode while the EC length is scanned, the ECL wavelength varies without mode-hops as shown in Fig. 1c . (a) (b) (c) Figure 1a ) EC-QCL output radiation frequency (black) and intensity (blue) as a function of the EC length; b) Averaged intensity of the EC-QCL (blue) and in-phase X signal (red) from lock-in amplifier as the laser DC current offset is increased by100 mA; and c) EC-QCL output radiation frequency as a function of the EC length by the same amount as (a) with an active frequency lock
The above discussed experiments were held at a constant diffraction grating angle. The second control mechanism is added to provide synchronization of the center of the grating filter spectral envelope and the lasing mode. The grating angle is modulated with a sine wave of 0.0643 mrads amplitude and frequency of 3 Hz (primarily determined by the speed of the first feedback loop). As the EC length is scanned with the QCL mode actively controlled as in Fig. 1c , the second lock-in amplifier is used to demodulate signal at grating angle modulation frequency. Similar to the first feedback loop, the in-phase component at the first harmonic is used to determine the maximum intensity at which all three wavelength selecting components are spectrally aligned. The EC-QCL frequency determined at each zero-crossing of the lock-in signal as a function of grating angle is plotted in Fig. 2b . The mode-hops clearly visible in Fig.2a have been eliminated and the experimental data follow closely the grating equation with an R square of 0.9996. The uncertainty of the wavelength determination based on the grating equation is ~10 -4 µm (0.01 cm -1 ), as determined from the residuals. Although optimization of the technique is still under study, this result is already below the linewidth of atmospheric pressure broadened molecular transitions, which has application in atmospheric trace-gas detection. 
Conclusion
We have demonstrated an active EC-QCL frequency locking method which enables accurate determination of the lasing wavelength based on the grating equation. Without active frequency locking or synchronous tuning, the diffraction grating equation is inaccurate due to mode-hops and frequency pulling caused by the three wavelength selecting structures in the EC laser. The prototype system has been implemented on our existing Littrow-type EC laser without any changes in optomechanical design and provided frequency accuracy of 0.01 cm -1 . Increasing the frequency of current modulation as well as the frequency of the grating angle modulation can further improve the performance by avoiding significant 1/f noise contribution at low frequencies (presently ~3Hz). Currently, a second PID feedback loop is being implemented in the system for active locking to the grating position, thereby automating the entire process. The system design, performance evaluation and example applications to laser spectroscopy will be reported in this presentation.
